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How should a brand behave on 
social during a global health crisis?

As the 24-hour news cycle continues, consumers will be looking to social media for human 
connection, trusted information, education (and maybe little levity). If handled with sensitivity and 
with a clear purpose, your brand can continue to post social content and engage 
with your audience - who are likely to be spending much more time online across a variety of 
devices.

Social content can fulfil the role of other marketing and comms activities that have had to parked 
for now, but only in a way that’s meaningful.

It’s vital that brands are considering an audience mindset for all comms messaging. Your 
audience will have a lot of important issues on their minds right now so traditional sales 
messaging shared during such a global event will feel insensitive and out of touch. It goes without 
saying that you need to be considering the 'bigger picture' and look beyond the bubble of your 
brand’s ‘world’.

For every piece of content you may post, ask yourself; ‘Why would my audience care about this, 
especially at a time like this?’ Key things to keep in mind for all your messaging during this health 
crisis:

• First and foremost, any content needs to be positive, helpful orsupportive.

• Content should also be timely, honest and compassionate
.
• Depending on your brand, there could be an opportunity to share entertaining content to 

feed the needs of those searching for more light-hearted content.

It’s vitally important to approach your social channels with the correct tone of voice during 
this difficult time. Businesses need to be empathetic to the struggles and hardships of their 
employees and their families, suppliers and customers, meaning a more personable tone will be 
required.
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• Use straight-forward, humanising language while also avoiding corporate jargon.

• Do not post any self-serving or explicit sales messaging relating to the crisiswhich could be 
seen as opportunistic or in bad taste.

• Make sure you are actively following updates and ensuring information you share is relevant 
and accurate at time ofposting.

• Imagery should be clearand easy-to-understand, with a singular message. Always be mindful 
of the story its conveying in the context of its placement.

• Ensure any branding included within posts feels organic or fitting within the image/copy; 
it must be presented in a way which is not construed as superfluous for 
commercial advantage.

You should assess any scheduled social content to ensure it is still appropriate in the current 
climate. No one can predict how mood & appetite will change day-to-day, let alone week-to-
week - so there is a need to continuouslymonitor future scheduling of posts.

Below are some useful tips for defining your content planning process:

• Work closely with your team to create a robust social content process which allows you to be 
agile and change plans quickly as needed. Due to the everchanging nature of this crisis, 
something that you deem appropriate todaymight feel different a week later.

• Ensure you are coordinating with business leads to help plan around both positive/proactive 
stories as well as potentially negative ones so you can be on the front foot if/when challenging 
news emerges

• Assign roles and responsibilities within your team and regularly check in to assess if any 
changes are needed.

• Review your content plans daily to adjust any planned posts as needed. Circumstances are 
changing day to day, so your review process needs to happen more frequently.

• Content plans should also be reviewed following any big news or announcements 
from public organisations (The Government, WHO, NHS, CDC, etc).

• Once you have reviewed all upcoming content plans for suitability, identify the gaps in your 
timeline.
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We recommend to continue with community management during this time, clearly 
communicating response times and any notable customer services processes (e.g. link 
to FAQs). Responses should be positive, calm and avoid overly emotive language and direct any 
negative conversation to private messaging. Above all, try to 
encourage organic conversation and facilitate your community.

Keep an eye on conversation and emerging trends within your audience and community by 
setting up social listening monitors with key words and Google alerts. Regularly review not only 
the results but the key words to ensure your content remains relevant.

Content production can still take place while working remotely. The studio requirements needed 
for traditional photography and videography approaches will no longer be a viable option so now 
is the time to embrace and experiment with different content formats.

Keep in mind that audiences will be consuming more content than ever before across a variety 
of devices, but especially mobile devices. More than ever, content need to be optimised for 
viewing on mobile screens.

• Graphic assets

• Branded assets can still be created using existing contentand stock imagery.

• Where suitable, experiment with different sizes and formats such as Stories or carousels.

• Animation

• Kinetic Text animations and 3D animations bring your subject to life in fun and noticeable 
ways. Whether you want to breathe life into your facts and figures, stats and data or create a 
human aspect with characters, animation is a sure-fire way to leave a lasting impression with 
your audience.

• Archived based films

• Using existing footage from your brand or find high quality video from library platforms, archive 
based films are a clear and easy way to communicate your story and give you the feel of a 
premium shoot day without the travel normally needed.

• Text overlays or remotely recorded voice overs mean you can tell your story using a wide variety 
of carefully curated images.
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• Podcasts

• Remote podcasting is next big leap for the medium. High quality recording techniques paired 
with quality kit, all produced and guided by a hands-on dedicated podcast producer 
means you can create full-length episodes on your subjects that are important to your 
audience.

• Listening minutes are expected to skyrocket over the coming months – cater to your audience 
by selecting topics which are fitting within the current climate, and still relevant to your brand 
message and audience’s interests.

Here are some great examples of brands who have adapted their social strategy recently.
Talent agency Sixteenth launched a new podcast series ‘Remotely Interested’ where they share 
an honest look at how their business is adjusting to a new way of working (from home).

Software company VMware (cl)have produced a Business Continuity series to help their existing 
customers utilise their products to help with remote working. The series includes blogs and 
webinars and is being promoted through corporate social media channels and employees.
Olive Magazine are creating recipes based on store cupboard items that people have at home, 
asking their followers to submit ingredients and they’ll deliver a series of meal ideas for those who 
can’t get out to buy more food.

The LinkedInUK (cl)Twitter account has shared Covid-19 related content but is continuing with 
their business-as-usual approach, keeping content relevant while also remaining sensitive 
to world events.

One thing is certain for the weeks ahead - we’re going to need to pull together to get through 
this. Many brands have built strong social media followings over the past few years and now is 
the time to unite these communities, shift your focus to facilitating conversations by providing 
useful, supportive & informative content that is relevant to their current state of mind.

https://open.spotify.com/show/41rZbz7GL7XP8fTFsPNteE?si=gaQBuOQRT5qZCz8v6mlm4w
https://twitter.com/VMware_UK/status/1239885602302148608
https://www.instagram.com/p/B96ypPqnCO1/?igshid=1bpjxgbtwz7rv
https://twitter.com/LinkedInUK

